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I
f it would ever be possible, I’d love to sit in on the meetings 

when R/C boat manufacturers discuss and finally choose the 

names for their new model marine craft. It can’t be an easy 

process developing a moniker for any type of vessel plus matching 

a name to whatever style of boat that’s being introduced must be 

a mind-numbing process as well. The reason why I brought the 

thought up for this article centres on the fact that the new Thunder 

Tiger trimaran kit goes by the name of Volans, which is the name 

of the constellation of the flying fish. This is not the first instance 

that a R/C sail craft has been given a series of stars title, and as 

we will now see when this triple-hulled sail craft is set-up and run-

able, the Volans was named with the flying fish’s special style of 

transportation in mind.

THE HULL

Not unlike the Thunder Tiger Naulantia monohull sail hull I recently 

reviewed, the Volans’ blow-moulded ABS hull/deck assembly 

comes pre-painted and decaled and the trimaran sports a very 

bright red/white decoration layout. No cutting-out of hatch openings 

or rudder access covers is required on the Volans; however, each 

of the required hole-drilling locations on the three separate hulls are 

shown in the form of small dimples in the plastic components. A 

pre-formed keel fin slot in the centre hull bottom and a rudderpost 

opening in the transom mean the modeller will only have to epoxy-

in the keel/rudder shaft tubes to join/seal the parts to the yacht. 

To centre the main mast, another moulded-in slot is found on the 

main deck and a plastic cover handles the sealing chores for the 

radio gear/top access opening in the hull. As the trimaran doesn’t 

use a bulb-style keel design the Thunder Tiger’s keel fin is a shorter 

composite unit while the rudder blade comes painted the same 

bright red as the hulls.

SAILSET

Again, like the Naulantia hull, the Volans comes equipped with an 

aluminium mast/boom arrangement with the two-piece mast that 

features a grooved rear section to accept the main sail. A square 
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Although the Volans kit comes with pre-painted/decaled hulls and 

a minimum of parts in its kitbox the modeller will still need some 

basic adhesives and tools to complete the sail craft’s assembly 

process

With its small deck opening, the main hull’s radio tray is a tight 

fit, so I’d recommend that the builder pre-fit the winch and rudder 

servos before gluing the ply tray inside the ABS hull

Dual metal rods control the rudder blade and the dual rubber 

sealing bellows do a good job of keeping water out of the main hull
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aluminium boom with an adjustable kicking strap, plus a series of 

plastic spreaders are bolted to the mast via small metric screws 

and nuts. On the smaller jib, a round aluminium boom handles the 

sail mounting chores with multiple placement spots for its lower 

pivot point. As for the sails included with the kit, they are made 

up of a very lightweight material and both have sewn forward 

edges; plus, sheet reinforcement corners are also present on 

both sails. Two sizes of sail cord come with the kit and a total of 

eight bowsies keep tension on the mast lines. Fishing-style metal 

swivel snaps join the cords to both the main and side hulls so you 

can breakdown the boat for transport. Rounding-out the sail set 

package are several thin battens made from a clear Lexan and the 

double-sided tape on each batten makes it easy to position them to 

the manual’s indicated jib/main sail locations.

CONTROL NOTES

With its small radio tray location design, the boat’s sail control 

package will be limited to only a couple of sail winch choices. 

ACE RC should, by the time you’re reading this review, have a 

winch unit that has a limited two-turn rotation drum horn, which 

will make it very easy to set-up the sail control lines. Unfortunately 

for your scribe that servo wasn’t yet available, so a Hitec HS-

785HB winch servo was used on the test hull. Capable of moving 

a total of 3½ full rotations of sail sheet movement the Hitec servo 

does fit smoothly on the hull’s plywood radio structure, but, the 

servo’s stock drum spin would have to be limited to avoid sheet 

line over run problems inside the yacht. While I had the winch on 

the workbench, it was connected to the Tactic transmitter/receiver 

arrangement being used for the review (more on that later) and 

after attaching a battery pack the components were bound together 

as directed by the radio’s owner manual. By placing a small piece 

of masking tape on top of the winch drum and drawing an arrow 

on it I could now watch the servo’s movement while moving the 

transmitter’s left-hand control stick.

It quickly became apparent that the Tx’s sail control stick’s 

available movement wasn’t suited to the Volans’ sail control needs, 

I decided to modify the transmitter from the inside portion of the 

stick pot. Luckily for me, I’ve done this same change on a couple 

of other sail craft radios and the Tactic controller comes apart with 

only the removal of four cross-hex screws. Unlike some other 

Tx units, the 4-channel, 2.4 GHz Tactic Tx’s inner components 

remained in their locations after the twin cases were separated 

so I could work on the left stick without any fear of having the 

unit’s circuit board, switch, etc. bounce around and get in my way. 

Basically, the available range of the control stick was reduced at 

both ends of its arc and the limiters were nothing more than small 

pieces of 1/8 inch thick plastic cyanoed to the stick housing. Once 

the adhesive had cured (no accelerate was used) it was necessary 

to trim away a bit of the limiters until the stick allowed the Hitec 

winch drum to rotate a full two revolutions. after making sure no 

plastic debris remained inside the Tx cases, the controller was 

screwed back together and it was ready for the competition of the 

yacht’s control system set-up.

The ACE S1807 servo fits the radio tray like a glove and to ensure 

it remained locked to the structure I added small sections of 

wood at the points where the servo screws ran through the tray

No antenna wire routing is necessary with the Tactic receiver and 

on the test hull I direct-connected the Rx battery to the unit via a 

six-inch lead extension
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attachment points on the three hulls a drop of 5-minute epoxy was 

added to each fitting screw hole as the parts were mounted to the 

yacht. In the event some of the adhesive had oozed-out when the 

screws were tight, a cotton swab dipped into denatured alcohol 

was able to remove any excess epoxy before it cured. A nice side 

benefit to this use of epoxy is that it also helped create a water 

seal on the multiple deck/side hull mounting locations which can 

sometimes be a problem on sail boats that have a lot of hardware 

exposed to the water. I will admit I was slightly concerned with the 

Volans’ waterproof levels, especially at its deck/hatch sealing point, 

but only a drop or two of H20 was ever noticed inside the finished 

marine craft after a long sail.

ONWATER RESULTS

Complete and fully range tested at lakeside the Thunder Tiger tri-

hull was launched on the test pond that had a steady 8 mph breeze 

blowing across its surface. As indicated in its manual, the Volans 

prefers to sail in milder air than its monohull cousins and right from 

the first sail your scribe knew that this flying fish was a completely 

different R/C yacht from anything I’d ever sailed before. Your first 

thought when the trimaran catches the wind is that as it heals-

over onto one of its side hulls it’s going to flip, but the Volans just 

picks up speed in this mode. Shifting from side to side and adding 

or removing sail it’s possible to get the vessel literally skimming 

across the water with only a slight wind behind it. After a few 

minutes of runtime I began to tweak the sail set to suit my piloting 

skill level – both in the mast angle and the sail tension levels. 

Like the Hitec servo’s attachment to the plywood radio tray, 

the smaller ACE RC rudder servo fitted exactly into its required 

opening and you could use the servo’s small mounting screws to 

secure both servos to the inner hull structure. For my example 

of the trimaran kit, I glued small lengths of wooden craft sticks to 

each assessable servo-mounting hole and after fully screwing and 

removing the fasteners a drop of thin cyano was applied to the 

holes’ ‘threads’ to create a stronger bond between the screws and 

the radio tray. 30-minute epoxy containing a small amount of micro 

balloon filler was chosen to secure the tray in the centre hull, after 

which the servos were reattached to the tray so that their horns 

and leads were routed properly inside the boat. The builder will 

have to carefully situate his/her receiver unit, antenna, battery pack 

and switch inside the Volans to avoid having the sail control sheet 

cords becoming snared by the other components just below them. 

For my test hull, the standard four-cell AA cell battery holder that 

you’d find with most radios was used to power the vessel’s servos 

and I added a latex balloon to the holder to keep it dry should any 

water get in the bottom of the main hull.

SAIL POINTS

Following the manual’s instructions the kit’s mast, booms and 

sails were positioned on the hull; however, I did make a couple 

of simple changes to their mounting points. As I wanted the main 

boom to swing as freely as possible, a small stand-off was added to 

each ball joint on the mast/boom’s kick-strap; plus, small washers 

were also placed on the joint screws to help retain the strap to the 

mast and boom. As there isn’t any backing plates on the brace-

A double-seal set-up on the hatch/deck opening along with the 

canopy’s six threaded knobs keeping water out of the centre hull

Not unlike the Thunder Tiger Naulantia sail craft the Volans’ main 

mast/main boom assembly is a bolt-together unit with a threaded 

rod/ball-end kick strap providing the angle setting for the main 

sail boom

Screw-in fairleads guide the sail control sheets and the jib 

boom’s fairlead exits just aft of the forward side hull brace 

location

Swinging the upper main sail is done by a pivoting metal rod 

that’s a part of the sail crane that fits into the grooved mast
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With the boat’s multiple mast tension bowsies, it’s easy to adjust 

the booms and mast; yet, it would be nice to also have bowsies 

on the control sheets to improve the jib/main sails’ movement. 

Learning the trimaran’s actions when it’s running on either side hull 

(in relationship to the wind direction) will take some time and some 

altering of the boat’s sail set, however, your scribe was getting the 

hang of it after about an hour’s worth of test time.

Now that I’d gotten an idea of how to control the Volans in 

a straight line, the action of turning the boat, especially when 

attempting to navigate around a typical oval course you’d find at the 

pond. With the vessel scooting across the water with one side hull 

well above the water’s surface the boater will need to develop his/

her tactics to get the bright red trimaran to curve smoothly around 

the corner buoys. When running downwind I would move/dump the 

sails as I approached a turn to settle the centre hull, which in turn 

gave the Volans a more responsive rudder. You’d also need a good 

level of momentum to make the yacht swing as you’d like it to so, 

you can tell how much sailor input is required to get the marine craft 

to manoeuvre like you’d prefer – especially on a windy day.

Back on shore I removed both the centre hull hatch cover and all 

three of the boat’s rubber drain plugs and with the whole boat angled 

back on its aft sections no water passed out of the three drain holes. 

Rocking as it does the outer hulls and their supporting braces do add 

a lot of stress and/or possible leakage points in their make-up; but, 

all was dry after sailing the Volans. None of the various mast or sail 

rigging lines pulled free during the boat’s entire testing period and the 

same could be said of the deck fittings as well. As for the radio gear 

and their hardware there wasn’t a single glitch in any of the servos, 

their linkages or the hull’s sail set and mast; so, altogether the 

trimaran gave me zero problems at lakeside.

FINAL THOUGHTS

Largely unseen at many model sailing sites, the trimaran design 

in the form of yachts like the Volans hull represents a unique way 

to enjoy a long sail at the lake. If you’ve only had ‘single hull’ sailing 

experience it will take a bit of transmitter time to learn the Volans’ 

way of using the wind; however, you’ll soon be able to experience 

the impressive performance levels with the tri-hull yacht. MMI

Due to the need for multiple drilling of the side hulls to accept 

the side hull braces I added a drop of epoxy to each screw hole to 

help keep water out of the hulls

Each of the hulls features a rubber drain plug to remove any 

leftover H20 after a sail, but no moisture was noted in the 

outer hulls during the yacht’s testing programme

Modified to suit the Hitec sail winch servo and the boat’s required 

sail swing the Tactic 2.4 GHz transmitter easily connected to 

its matching receiver and this control system supplied excellent 

range on the Thunder Tiger sail craft

KITBOX DATA

Length: 1000 mm

Beam: 549 mm

Height: 1505 mm

Weight: 3.4 kg

Sail Area: 33.2 sq dm²

Building Requirements: 

2-channel radio, sail 

winch/rudder servos, 

Rx battery pack and 

basic hand tools


